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PIONEER study (as of June 30, 2019)

PIONEER randomized umbrella trial

NCT03833440: FPV: July, 2019 (inclusion on, 24 months); LPLV: Q4 2022, 3 centers in France.

PIONEER biomarkers program (logistics)


Multiparametric biomarkers analysis

- Blood: circulating immune effector cells, cytokines, endothelial activation, PK-PD relationships
- Tumors & Microenvironment: immunomodulatory status (dual/multiplex IHC, digital pathology: ImmunoCORE® IC, Brightplex), tumor foreignness (NGS: TMB, T cell clonality); immune profile (RNAseq)
- Feces: impact of gut microbiome in ICIs resistance.

Next steps

1st administration within the PIONEer trial (Q3 2019).

New centers in France (Q3-Q4 2019).
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